
Feedback from the engagement event with residents at Swiss Cottage Library, 
21 May 

 
Will I have a lowered windowsill in every room?  

No. The current proposal is that you will have a lowered windowsill in your living room 
and bedroom, and depending on where the cabinets are in your kitchen, maybe your 
kitchen as well. In your bathroom your windowsill will be similar to how it is now and 
won’t be lowered. 
 
Will windowsills need to be dropped in ground floor properties? 

No –the ground floor windows will not require the sill lowering. 
 
Will the panel above the windowsill be glazed?  
Any change in the glazing will need to be approved by the planning department. We 
want to know what you think so please give us feedback on this.  
 
If a glazed panel is chosen will it be less energy efficient or let in more noise?  
Whether the panel is solid or glazed the new window design will meet regulations to 
both prevent overheating and to keep you warm. There should be no impact on your 
heating costs and the improved energy efficiency might even reduce your bills.  
 
With a glazed or solid panel your new window will be the same or better than your 
current windows at keeping out noise. 
 
How will the new windows perform when compared to the current windows in 
terms of thermal performance and noise insulation? 

Through the design process the Council will need to make sure that the new 
windows perform as well or better than the current windows. In terms of noise 
transference from windowsills – these will be similar to the current windows. 
 
The new window design will meet all current regulations relating to glazing to both 
prevent overheating and to keep you warm. There should be no impact on your heating 
costs and the improved energy efficiency might even reduce your bills. 
 
In the living room could we consider dropping both sills for consistency?  
There could be the option to lower this sill and we have asked residents for views on 
this – if we do this it will have to be done across the relevant blocks. If this was a 
proposed change it would need to be part of the planning consideration process.  

 
Is the window opening on the CGI shown at the event on the wrong side?  

The representation is correct for some flats, the orientation is reversed depending on 
which way your flat faces.  

 
Can a non see-through (frosted) film be applied to the glazed panel? 

Yes this might be possible. We will explore this with our planning department.  
 
What handle options will there be for people who are unable to open the 
standard handle? E.g. people who have arthritis or are frail or struggle to 
reach the handle could we offer mechanical aid etc?  



We will consider individual needs on a case by case basis, starting with the initial 
getting to know you appointments. As part of looking into window handle design we 
will get advice from professionals such as occupational therapy.   
 
Can the bar above the glazed panel be designed out so there is a single pane 
of glass for the ‘picture window’? 

The replacement of the windows is being undertaken for safety reasons. Designers 
have looked at the removal of the glazing bar from the perspective of both safety in 
installation and safety in use and determined that a single pane of glass for the 
picture window would be too large to manoeuvre without the use of a scaffold tower, 
therefore making it impossible to repair once in place. For future maintenance we 
would normally transport this type of glazed panel within the blocks using the lifts 
and the larger panel would not fit.  

 
Will the glass in the new windows be self-cleaning?  
Self-cleaning glass is currently not part of the specification. There will be a building 
maintenance unit fitted to each block for cleaning and maintenance of the complete 
façade, this is a more effective option than self-cleaning glass.  

Where can I put my plants?  
You can still put your plants and store other items on your windowsill. You will still 
have a windowsill of about the same size but it will be lower, at approximately 20cm 
above the floor. When Wates visit you in your home they will want to talk to you about 
storage – if you’re worried about losing your windowsill as a storage space, one option 
might be for Wates to put up a shelf for you in your flat.  
 
What decisions still need to be made about the windows? 

The design process is still going on so there are still some things we are working on.  
 
Over the next few months, we will be able to tell you: 
 

 what your window restrictors will look like 

 what your window handles will be like 

 whether the panel above the windowsill will be glazed or a solid panel.  
 
Radiators 
 
What is going to happen to my radiator? Will moving it make my rooms smaller? 
What will it look like? 

We know that if your radiator is underneath a windowsill that needs to be lowered, it 
will have to move or change. Wates want to meet you in your homes to find out how 
you currently use your windowsill and the space around it to try and find options that 
work for you in your flat.  
  
Can you clarify what the radiator options are?  

Residents will be able to choose from 5 options to replace radiators where the sill 
being lowered affects the existing radiator. You can see these illustrated in the 
attached survey, the fifth option is relocating your existing radiator. The choice may 
vary depending on the size of your flat. We will not be implementing one option only 



across the estate and will work with residents to provide an option that suits them 
best.  
 
Can the low radiator have the cover as per the others to stop children catching 
their fingers?  
We will look at the products available for this type of radiator and choose the most 
suitable option.  
 
How will you mitigate impacts of reduction in wall space for furniture and 
storage?  

The lowered sill still provides the same depth of storage as the existing sill. We will 
talk to residents about their needs during their getting to know you meeting.  

 
Will all the radiators be big enough to keep a large room warm?  

In the larger living room residents may need a combination of radiators depending on 
which option they choose. We are working out calculations for each type of flat to be 
able to discuss this when we meet you in your homes.   
 
Scope and duration of works 

  
How long will the work take per flat? What will it involve and what will be the 
impact?  

We are working to finalise this as soon as possible, once this has been agreed we 
will discuss with residents how to make it work with you and your home. Whatever 
the duration of the works, we will need to clear the area directly in front of the 
window and to provide access to the inside of the flat when the curtain wall is 
repaired and the windows are fitted. 

 
Understanding the sequence of events from works starting to finishing the 
works 

We expect scaffolding will start to be built from early autumn. We will share a more 
detailed timetable and programme of works with residents when this is finalised.  
 
 
 

How we will support residents during the works 
 
What support will there be for residents while the works happen?  
We know these works will be very disruptive for residents and we are committed to 
working with you closely to reduce the impact as much as possible. We will provide 
you with the information as soon as it is available.   
 
We are working on the basis that the majority of residents will not need to move during 
the works as they will occur behind a specially installed screen. We will help you move 
and store belongings separately if you need us to. There will be breakaway space and 
community activities for those who want space away from the works. 
  
How will we support and safeguard vulnerable residents during the works?  

We will work closely with residents to find the best way to help while the works happen. 
For some people this may mean moving away from their home for a short period of 



time, for others it might mean offering extra help and support that enables them to stay 
at home. Where residents have long term health conditions such as dementia, we will 
be working closely with colleagues in adult social care to agree the best way to support 
them through the works. There will not be a set process but our housing officers will 
ensure vulnerable residents are supported as a priority. There will not be a one-size 
fits all approach on this as people's needs and circumstances will vary and we need 
to talk to people individually to understand their needs.  
 
Housing officers are currently looking into vulnerable tenants’ requirements. They will 
work with the residents, their family or carers, the contractor and where necessary 
external agencies to ensure a plan is made to assist them through the works. This 
will be individually tailored to meet their requirements. 
  
How will older people or those with mobility issues be able to steady 
themselves when they open the window with a lowered sill?  
We will do individual assessments to ensure people’s needs are taken into account. 
Where required we can provide adaptations such as grab rails.  
 
Making good 
  
Who will pay for redecorating and rectifying impact on flats? What will be 
included in the offer?  

We will provide a ‘making good’ re-decoration offer; we will be able to discuss with 
you individually through the upcoming getting to know you appointments. These 
appointments will help identify in advance the requirements within your flat and 
ensure we tailor the offer appropriately.  

 
What is the approach to fitted curtains and blinds?  

Where fitted curtains or blinds no longer fit with the window shape we will replace 
these to match what you had previously or offer an appropriate alternative. The 

implications for your curtains or blinds can be discussed at the getting to know you 
appointment.  

 
Engagement 

 
How can I engage with the Council about the windows and the wider 
programme of works?  
There are lots of opportunities for you to engage with us as the works progress and 

we are keen to find out how you would like to engage with us in the future. 

Wates will also be contacting you about the works. Over the next few weeks Wates 
will arrange to meet with you in your home to talk about how the works will affect you. 
Contact Wates on 0800 389 2837 to book your getting to know you appointment. 
 
We will be holding events to consult with you about the construction management plan 
and to tell you about the timetable of works, as well as regular drop in events and 
community activities.  
 



There will be a planning application consultation about the future works that all 
residents can respond to, and we will let you know when this is happening and how 
you can feed back your views. 
 
When is the Blashford engagement event? 
The event is likely to take place in the middle of July, we will let residents know as 
soon as a date is confirmed. 
  
Leaseholder charges 
 
Can you guarantee that leaseholders will not have to cover the costs of these 
works? 

We can confirm that leaseholders will not be charged for these works.  
 

Roof works  
 
What are the roof works and will residents on the top floors be impacted if it 
rains?  

The renewal of the roofing is to increase the thermal insulation to the roof. We will 
work with the contractor to ensure these have minimal impact on residents. We will 
let you know when more information becomes available on the timescales.  
 
 
The Window decision 
 
Some residents have asked again for clarification on the decision the Council has 
made about the windows. This section recaps on the reason for the Council’s decision.  
 
Why have we chosen a tilt and turn window? 
Residents told us that overheating is a concern and that ventilation is really important. 
This is the window that provides the best ventilation, meets Building Regulations and 
meets all the other criteria that you told us is important to you. There are no other 
options that meet the required standards and provide the same level of ventilation or 
protection against overheating. 
 
Why do we need new windows at all?  

 
Our continued commitment to the safety of our residents and our staff is the reason 
why we have made the decision to replace the cladding, windows and curtain wall. 
The windows are an essential part of this, particularly in relation to keeping people 
safe. Indeed, a number of the existing windows have failed / fallen in recent years, 
the most recent being Taplow in March.  
 
The decision to replace the curtain wall was taken in March 2018 and the main 
factors were: 

  
“design work on the new cladding system has found that the standard of 
workmanship within the curtain wall assembly is variable. The most significant 
observations relate to structural fixing irregularities, sill heights that do not meet the 



regulatory minimum guidance, failed hardware to window systems and the presence 
of none regulatory material behind fixing brackets and spandrel panels.” 
 
 
 
Window safety 

 
Is this window safer than my current window?  

Yes. We chose the tilt and turn inwards window based on advice from technical 
specialists and safety officers who told us this was the safest window option for your 
estate. All of the window options were marked against 10 essential criteria including 
safety for people inside and safety for people outside – the tilt and turn inwards window 
performed better than your current window (push outwards) for both of these criteria.  
 
As you know a number of the current windows have failed or fallen out – one as 
recently as March – which is dangerous for occupants and for people coming or going 
from the block. An inwards opening window like the one we have chosen will not carry 
this risk. If the push outwards window was chosen, it would be limited to opening to 
30cm which would not let enough air into your flat to prevent overheating.  
 
The design team working on the project has received professional advice that any 
replacement window on the Chalcots that opens more than 10cm must have a lower 
windowsill.  Your safety is our first priority so we are progressing with a tilt and turn 
inwards window with a lowered windowsill.  
 
Why is it proposed that we lower the windowsill? 

The lower windowsill will help reduce the risk of accidents by providing a safer distance 
of 1.1m between the nearest ledge and the window opening. The distance between 
the sill and the opening is based on analysis of the building regulations and is therefore 
a requirement. 
 
Is the recommendation to lower the sills a matter of opinion or is this a legal 
requirement?   
It is a specific legal requirement of the Construction Design and Management 
Regulations (CDM) that the Council and its designer, Wates, design out or find ways 
to reduce all risks. The new windows have to provide enough ventilation and make 
sure that there is enough protection to prevent falls from height. 

  
The only safe window option that meets the required standards and lets in enough 
fresh air to prevent overheating is the tilt and turn inwards window that the Council has 
chosen for the Chalcots Estate. To achieve this level of ventilation the window has to 
open more than 10cm and we have to make changes to the height of the windowsill 
and reduce the risk of falls from height. In developing the current proposal the Council 
and its design team have applied principles set out in the building regulations, British 
Standards and health and safety legislation. 
 
No other option examined by the design team provides the same level of ventilation 
and protection from falling from height.  
 



How are you reducing the risk of accidents when the window is open beyond 
10cm or on a purge setting? 

We propose lowering the windowsill to put a distance of 1.1 metres between the 
nearest ledge (the windowsill) and the window opening to prevent accidents and meet 
regulatory requirements. 1.1 metres is the height set out in the building regulations for 
edge protection, for example for balconies. Please note that restrictors will be fitted so 
that a specialist tool is needed to fully open the window, and we would like to talk to 
residents about this and how we should manage issuing this tool.  
 
Is there an option to install a window that doesn’t open as far but with a wider 
opening than the current windows, for example without a fully open “purge” 
option? 

No. A purge option is a setting where you can open your window fully for occasional 
ventilation, for example to air your flat after painting. Without the purge setting the 
proposed window would not meet building regulations about ventilation, even if the 
window was made wider. 
 
How long has the Council known about the proposed changes to windowsills 
and could you have told residents sooner?  
The Council and our technical experts have been working with Wates since they joined 
our design team in January to design a window to the highest standards of safety. 

  
This thorough design work is an ongoing process and has taken time, and needed lots 
of versions of detailed drawings which have each had to be checked and assessed by 
us, Wates and our technical experts. We told the Chalcots Works Group about the 
proposal to lower the windowsills at the earliest opportunity on Wednesday 27 March. 
The TRA reps at the Chalcots Works Group did not like this option and asked us to 
provide more detail, so we showed them a mock-up of a room with the lowered 
windowsill on 10 April, and shared our proposals with all Chalcots residents on 11 
April.   
 
Is the lowered sill a trip hazard?   

In terms of safety, the key requirement is to make sure that there is a sufficient gap 
between the windowsill and the window opening, this is a distance of 1.1 meters. 
Therefore, even if residents stand on the lower sill there is a safe distance between 
the sill and the window opening.  
 
Will the window design encourage more antisocial behaviour e.g. people 
throwing objects out of windows? 
Our risk assessment has not identified any greater risk of antisocial behaviour as a 
result of a lowered sill.  
 
Will the latest changes to the window design increase the overall costs of the 
programme? 

It was always intended that the small wall below the window would need works when 
we remove the curtain wall. The additional cost for the current solution is the change 
to the radiator.  
 


